WELCOME TO THE EXHIBITION

Northampton is a busy town, with much congestion in the northern area of the town. This together with the growth proposed for the town mean that additional highway capacity will be required to keep the traffic moving.

Options to provide this highway capacity have been identified, however scope to achieve this by improving problem junctions within the town itself are severely limited. Hence the need to consider options for a Northern Orbital Route.

THE PURPOSE OF THE EXHIBITION

The purpose of this early stage consultation is to engage with all those who have an interest in how this highway capacity is provided. We would appreciate your;

- Local knowledge
- Opinions on how this problem should be solved.

But firstly take a look at the exhibition boards, council officers are also on hand to talk to you.

YOUR OPINION COUNTS!

Please take the time to give us some feedback. The ways you can do this are explained on the last exhibition board.